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**Dillon, Diane**

*Leo and Diane Dillon: A Partnership that has “Created” a Third Artist*. Heil, Lillian H. Vol 22, Jan/Feb: 2.

**Dillon, Leo**

*Leo and Diane Dillon: A Partnership that has “Created” a Third Artist*. Heil, Lillian H. Vol 22, Jan/Feb: 2.

Earl Bradley Lewis: The “Class Clown” Who was Determined to Be “Somebody.” Heil, Lillian H. Vol 22, Mar/Apr: 3.

**Fantasy Literature**


Hautman, Pete


Heil, Lillian H.


Earl Bradley Lewis: The “Class Clown” Who was Determined to Be “Somebody.” Vol 22, Mar/Apr: 3.

*Leo and Diane Dillon: A Partnership that has “Created” a Third Artist*. Vol 22, Jan/Feb: 2.

**Hole in the Sky**


**Immigrant Literature**


Jacobs, Jim.


**Leo and Diane Dillon: A Partnership that has “Created” a Third Artist*. Heil, Lillian H. Vol 22, Jan/Feb: 2.

**Lewis, Earl Bradley**

Earl Bradley Lewis: The “Class Clown” Who was Determined to Be “Somebody.” Heil, Lillian H. Vol 22, Mar/Apr: 3.


**Media Images**


**Media Literacy**


**Media Literature**


**Media Rubric**


**Multi-cultural Literature**


**Paper Cut Illustration**


**Portmanteau Theatre**


**Storytelling**


**Walker, Stuart**


**Wisniewski, David**